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Organic Waste Diversion Study

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Organic Waste Diversion
Study

Food waste and other compostable materials make up a significant portion of the waste
stream that has traditionally been sent to our landfills. Diverting this waste from landfills
gives us the opportunity to recycle the material through composting and to capture a
valuable resource. It also provides environmental benefits and meets goals of the
Regional District of Central Kootenay and the Village of Kaslo, such as reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and developing zero waste policies.
This study looked at organic diversion programs in small and rural communities to
explore options that could work in Kaslo and Area D, and which would align with the
broader organic waste diversion strategy of the RDCK. The Kaslo Food Hub also
engaged residents of Kaslo and Area D through surveys and public consultations to
gather opinions and information about their preferences among potential solutions.

BRAND
POSITIONING AND
Workable solutions fall into two broad categories: single-household solutions and multihousehold solutions. Single household solutions have the
advantage of MARKETS
being quick to
TARGET
set up, while multi-household solutions have the advantage of having greater overall
impact in organic waste diversion. Due to the difference in population density throughout
our large electoral district, a combination of solutions will provide the greatest overall
success and engage a larger portion of our residents.
Single-household solutions focus on actions individuals can take where organic
diversion happens entirely on a single property, such as backyard composting, or use of
new technologies for processing food waste in the home. Multi-household solutions
involve residents aggregating their food waste at collection sites either in their
neighbourhoods, or at a central location in their municipality or region. These may
involve an element of self-hauling food waste on the part of the individual. Multihousehold solutions can also involve curbside collection programs which provide a
service that eliminates the need for residents to haul food waste beyond their property.
Each type of solution has advantages and disadvantages. Some are easier to implement
quickly, while others take considerable time and organization. Some have higher initial
costs to set up, but lower operational costs. Budgetary information for the proposed
solutions is included in this study.
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The recommendations in this report focus on solutions that keep our diverted waste in
the Kaslo and Area D region. Organic waste diversion begins with engaging individual
citizens in the process of consciously separating organic waste in each household.
These actions are the basis for personal behavioural changes that positively impact our
environment and enhance our quality of life. The solutions identified in this report help
achieve goals like greenhouse gas reduction targets and zero-waste initiatives. They
also foster civic participation among residents of our village and electoral district and
have strong community-building value. Lastly, they capture a resource that could be
wasted, and transform it into valuable compost which can enhance local food security
through its redistribution in our community.

“Composting
collection and
processing should
all been done locally
to keep the carbon
foot print as low as
possible. We have to
have solutions that
work, not create
more problems.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey
Respondent
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2. RATIONALE FOR
THIS STUDY

In British Columbia, organic waste represents 40% of material that goes to our landfills.
Organic waste in BC landfills comes from food, lawn and garden materials, food-soiled
paper products and biosolids. While decomposing in landfills, organic waste creates
significant greenhouse gases (Prov. of BC, 2020).
Diverting organic material from our waste stream can significantly reduce the
environmental footprint of our landfills by extending landfill longevity, reducing methane
gas production (a greenhouse gas twenty-six times more potent than CO2), and
reducing toxic leachate into groundwater, especially in older landfills without proper
liners or leachate-capture systems (Prov. of BC, 2020).
Additionally, organic diversion programs provide several benefits to communities and
residents such as: capturing a valuable resource in the form of compost; strengthening
community cohesion through community-building civic initiatives; creating potential job
opportunities in the processing and distribution of the resource; supporting outcomes of
local zero waste initiatives; and, lowering the greenhouse gas emissions of communities
(which Kaslo has committed to doing as a member of the Union of British Columbia
Municipalities).
In the West Kootenay 100% Renewable Energy Plan, zero-waste initiatives are one of
five “Big Moves” local governments are encouraged to undertake, and this includes
organic waste diversion. Diverting waste from landfills and creating regional composting
programs has been identified as one of four strategies with the biggest impact on
reducing carbon pollution (WKNE, 2020).
The RDCK is looking for waste diversion solutions suitable for its rural electoral areas
and Kaslo and Area D has identified organic waste diversion as a priority. What options
exist? Do we establish a curbside collection program? Pursue local organic waste
processing? Promote more backyard composting? Modify solutions from other small
communities to our context? How do we avoid human-wildlife conflict? These questions
and more have been the focus of this study. The recommendations proposed offer
solutions for every resident in our area.
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3. REGIONAL DISTRICT
OF CENTRAL KOOTENAY
ORGANIC WASTE
DIVERSION PLANS
Across Canada, curbside collection is the most prevalent model that regions use for
achieving significant amounts of organic waste diversion from landfills. Studies show that
this approach results in the highest rates of citizen participation and the greatest amount
of organic waste diversion, compared to other approaches such as back-yard
composting, self-hauling organic waste to depots, or other models. For this reason,
curbside collection is the model that most municipalities in BC have adopted as well. In
this system, food waste and sometimes lawn and garden waste are picked up at the
curb, just as garbage and recyclables are, albeit in different receptacles. Residents are
usually provided with a dedicated plastic tote (“green bins”) in which they put their
organic waste for scheduled weekly collection. Generally, these programs have been
added in regions where existing curbside collection programs for garbage and recycling
are already established, and where population densities guarantee an economically
viable collection program. Some regions also offer self-haul options for residents to bring
organic waste directly to landfills, transfer stations or composting facilities.
The Regional District of Central Kootenay has been developing its own plan for curbside
collection of organic waste for residents of three municipalities (Creston, Nelson,
Castlegar), with programs planned to begin operating in 2022. The collected organic
waste will be brought to processing sites in Creston and Salmo where open-windrow
style composting facilities will be constructed.
Rural areas of the RDCK have fewer models to follow when it comes to impactful, costeffective examples of organics diversion; the vast majority of organics diversion
programs across Canada are in larger municipalities with population densities that make
curbside collection programs economically feasible. Challenges that are unique to rural
areas include lower population density, higher costs per person, greater distances for
hauling waste, smaller overall impact of diversion programs in real numbers, and greater
wildlife attraction hazards. Nevertheless, there is opportunity to explore several solutions
that could help capture and recycle food waste in Kaslo and Area D, providing valuable
compost for redistribution among residents, reducing our impact on regional landfills,
and helping our area reduce greenhouse gas emissions and achieve zero waste goals.
As plans for the organic diversion of the three larger municipalities have progressed and
are nearer to completion, the RDCK is beginning work to assess possibilities for
organics diversion in rural electoral areas of our region. At the time of writing this report
no specific direction has yet been identified that can guide Kaslo and Area D in its efforts
to determine preferred scenarios for organics diversion. This study explores potential
options and provides insight into several solutions that could be feasible in this region.
The focus has been on scenarios that maximize local participation and retain the
finished resource in our communities.
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4. KASLO AND AREA D
CONTEXT

Our area presents challenges for organic waste diversion programs because of the
geographic spread of our residents, which reaches from Ainsworth to Howser. The
greatest density of housing exists in the Village of Kaslo, but smaller clusters of housing
density exist throughout the rural areas of Area D. In some parts of Area D, land parcels
are large or are separated by significant crown lands, making solutions that work in
denser areas unsuited to this context. What approach to organics diversion would best
suit this diverse situation? In effect, there is no one solution for all of our residents, but
there are several different solutions that can effectively address the needs or desires of
households across our area, and which could be implemented.
While this study will propose solutions that can be initiated locally, it is important to note
that waste management is the responsibility of our Regional District, The RDCK is
currently in a process of exploring how to best provide organics diversion programs or
support local initiatives in rural areas such as Kaslo and Area D. Therefore, along with
the solutions proposed in this study, our area should also look to the RDCK for support.
The Regional Organic Waste Diversion Strategy Final Draft (August 2017) by Maura
Walker and Associates states that “For residents in areas without curbside collection
RDCK will design and implement a program to increase awareness of opportunities to
self-manage organic waste...RDCK will provide technical support to all municipalities
interested in establishing curbside or depot-based organic waste collection services”
(p.13).
By eliminating food waste from our garbage, Kaslo and Area D residents have the
opportunity to participate in programs that will reduce food waste at its source, capturing
that material and recycling it into a nutrient-rich resource for improving soils and
supporting local food security. These efforts also align with the zero-waste goals of Kaslo
and RDCK and benefit our environment by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
helping to slow climate change. As a member of the Union of BC Municipalities, Kaslo
has committed to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions. Reducing organics in landfills
has measurable results on CO2 impacts. The Province of BC has identified organics
diversion as one of the main ways to reduce volumes of waste going to our landfills and
aims to reach provincial targets of 350 kg/person of solid waste annually by 2020. 2019
statistics estimate that residents in the RDCK produce 469kg/person annually.
(Environmental Reporting BC, 2020)
Additionally, through public engagement sessions and our residential survey, this study
found that residents in Kaslo and Area D were highly motivated to retain the diverted
organic waste and benefit from the final composted product locally. For these reasons,
this study has focused on solutions to organics collection and processing that keep the
resource here. We explore several options for organics diversion that have been tested
in other small communities to assess their viability and appropriateness in the Kaslo and
Area D context, and we look at the feasibility of a curbside collection program for a small
community.
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5. RESULTS OF SURVEYS
TO KASLO AND AREA D
RESIDENTS
Data and Feedback
Gathered for this Study

As part of the study, a survey was conducted in February of 2020 with residents of
Kaslo and Area D. A total of 103 households took the time to respond to the survey.
Please see Appendix A for a link to the full survey, and Appendix B for a listing of
survey highlights including community feedback and comments.
The survey indicated that 47% of respondents currently compost or feed their food
waste to animals, while the remainder either compost a portion of their food waste and
dispose of the rest or dispose of it entirely. Results further indicated that most people
compost at home, while others burn it, save it for twice-annual curbside collection, or
self-haul to a transfer station.
When asked to rank their composting preferences, respondents listed Home
Composting as their first choice, with Neighbourhood Drop-off Sites as second,
Curbside Collection as third, and Self-Hauling to a Transfer Station as their least
preferred option.

“I think this should be paid by
our taxes. That way everyone
would feel they are paying
for the service already, so
they should use it. Otherwise
they might not want to.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey Respondent
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Estimated Weekly Litres of Food Waste
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Responses to Potential Neighbourhood Composter Usage

I would use it if drop-off was free

I would be willing to pay to drop off

I would not use it at all

0

20

40

60

“Who will be able to use the
compost? If we pay to drop
off organic waste, compost
should be free to pick up.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey Respondent
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Cost Willing to Pay for Weekly Curbside Pickup

$5/week
4.2%
$2/week
28.1%

$1/week
20.8%

Other (most preferring not to pay)
46.9%

Preferred Method of Paying Associated Fees for Curbside Pickup

Included in property taxes
25%

Tag purchase
45.8%
Annual billing
8.3%

Other (most preferring it to be free)
20.8%
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“Dropping off organics
should cost less than
garbage, but garbage prices
should go up.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey Respondent

Cost Preferences for Self-Hauling Compost to Transfer Station

Drop-off should be free

Drop-off should cost less than garbage drop-off

Drop-off should cost the same as garbage drop-off

0

25

50

75

Approximately 75% of the survey respondents were from Kaslo and the remaining 25%
from the rest of Area D. The survey received responses from the following
communities:
Kaslo
Argenta
Shutty Bench
Fletcher Falls
Meadow Creek
Cooper Creek
Mirror Lake
Johnson's Landing
Ainsworth
While only representing a portion of the residents in Kaslo and Area D, this information
has been useful in developing the recommendations and budgetary requirements in the
following section.
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6. FEEDSTOCK
ESTIMATES

To assess the viability of different organics diversion strategies it is important to have an
estimate of the amount of feedstocks that would be collected. “Feedstocks” is simply the
term used for all the different types of compostable items that would be collected.
Examples of feedstocks from Kaslo and Area D could include household kitchen waste,
yard and garden waste, as well as food waste from commercial sources like restaurants
and grocery stores.
Residential
The survey of Kaslo and Area D residents shows that households estimate they produce
~6 litres of kitchen waste per week. This is the equivalent of 205 kg per household per
year. Respondents to the survey also estimated they produce a combined 20 tonnes of
yard and garden waste per year, or 0.2 tonnes per household (Kaslo Food Hub, 2020).
These numbers rely on estimates self-reported by respondents and are not based on
independent waste audits. Studies of organic waste generated by residents of other BC
municipalities suggest the average amount of kitchen waste generated is ~130 kg per
household per year (Walker, 2021). Given that these figures are significantly different
than the numbers from the Kaslo and Area D survey, it highlights the value of introducing
organic diversion programs through pilot programs that can gather accurate data of the
actual volumes generated in our area.
Commercial
No survey of the commercial businesses in Kaslo and Area D has been done that can
give us feedstock numbers of organics generated here, but we can look at typical
numbers of commercial enterprises in other BC municipalities. In the city of Powell River
26 kg per capita of organic waste is generated annually by the combined commercial
sector (grocery stores, cafes and restaurants) (Walker, 2021). Based on that, the
combined Kaslo business sector would generate a total 26 tonnes of organic waste per
year.
Combining all sources in both the residential and commercial sector of Kaslo and Area
D, there is potential for significant volumes of organic waste diversion.
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Feedstock Estimates - KG/Year
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7. OPTIONS FOR
KASLO AND AREA D

Options fall into two broad categories single household or multi-household. Singlehousehold solutions are characterized by
individual diversion of organic waste within
the household, with final processing
happening on-site (ie. backyard composting
or Food Cycler solutions).
Multi-household solutions involve individual
diversion of organic waste within the
household, which is then brought to a
shared collection bin or processing facility.
Examples include the Joracan
neighbourhood composters in New Denver,
collection bins in Banff, or the curbside
collection programs found in many
communities across Canada. Organic waste
can either be delivered to processing sites
through self-haul options or a collection
service.

“We should start
neighbourhood
"pilot projects" to
kick-start compost
collection and
education."
- Kaslo and Area D Survey
Respondent

Factors that influence success of programs:
Pilot program. A commonality in the success of organics diversion programs
across Canada has been to start with a pilot program. Pilot programs allow a
municipality to introduce the concept of organics diversion, engage a small group of
residents in a trial for a finite period of time (usually 6-12 months) and ascertain the
economic, environmental and social results of the program in their own community.
As results and feedback from the pilot are gathered, the information can be used to
modify the program to better meet goals and needs, allowing expansion of the
diversion program to proceed and be successful.
Community liaison. An employee of the local government or a community
organization that can spearhead communications about the project, liaise with
participants, and disseminate information about the results of the program is an
essential part of ensuring success and growing the program beyond the pilot stage
and preparing for greater civic participation.
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Community buy-in. In the case of Kaslo and Area D, our survey shows an interest
by residents in a formalized organics diversion program for our region. A pilot
program that engages a core group of motivated and enthusiastic residents, with
the results of the pilot shared across the community will generate momentum and
the desire among other residents to participate. This has been the experience in
New Denver, who have seen the participation in their program grow.
Local government support. Municipal and regional district governments can
support diversion programs by creating target goals, helping secure funding for
capital and operational costs, providing technical support, and amending or creating
bylaws aimed at supporting the new organic diversion initiative. In most cases, the
operation and administration of the diversion program is run by one or both of these
levels of government, and sometimes with participation of local citizen groups.
Organic waste diversion options for Kaslo & Area D are as follows:

OPTION 1: CURBSIDE COLLECTION
Across Canada, curbside collection is the most common municipal method of organics
diversion. Studies show that it achieves higher diversion rates than any other form of
organics diversion. It is very desirable because it has the biggest impact on reducing
the negative environmental factors associated with sending organic waste to landfills. A
major reason for the success of curbside collection programs is ease of participation.
Most residents have adopted behavioral patterns that support separating recyclables
from our household garbage. Introducing the concepts behind separation of
compostable material from our garbage is simply one more step, and a relatively easy
habit for people to adopt.
Curbside organics collection programs typically develop in areas already serviced by
curbside garbage collection. When established service routes exist, adding
modifications like organic waste pick-up is relatively cost-efficient and logistically
feasible. The biggest challenge is usually the establishment of a processing facility to
receive and compost the food and yard waste. In this case however, the RDCK is
building a central processing facility in Salmo that can receive the waste from a Kaslo
organics collection program.
Kaslo Households
For the Kaslo area, it is clear that the greatest impact for reducing organic waste in our
landfills will be achieved through curbside collection. Statistics from other communities
across BC where curbside collection programs exist have shown that curbside
collection diverts more volume of food waste than other types of diversion programs.
For example, curbside pickup programs on Vancouver Island have been shown to
divert 117 kg of organic waste per household each year and recent program data from
a Salmon Arm curbside collection program shows they collected 141 kg/hh of food
waste. In comparison a self-haul organics collection program in coastal BC (where
residents must bring their organics to a central drop-off location) captures only 23 kg of
diversion per household each year.
Curbside garbage collection already exists for all Kaslo residents, but as the village has
expanded there is a considerable density of households just outside the village
boundaries that are not serviced by the current garbage collection contracts.
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However, to make curbside collection of organics more feasible and impactful the
RDCK should look at including higher density residential areas on the periphery of
established garbage collection routes. This would increase the total number of
households involved, providing greater environmental benefits as well as cost-recovery
benefits that would make the program economically sustainable. Some of the places
outside the municipal boundary of Kaslo that may be ideal to include in curbside
organics collection are: Allen subdivision, Mirror Lake and Fletcher Falls.
Curbside collection programs utilize a “green bin” style receptacle that can be rolled to
the curb by residents. Depending on the choices of the municipality that bin can range
in size from 34 litres to over 100 litres. Smaller bins have the advantage of being easier
to handle, while larger bins can hold more waste. The larger bins are often used in
municipalities where diversion programs allow residents to place both food and yard
waste in the bins for collection. Programs that focus strictly on food waste usually use
smaller size bins. Given that Kaslo residents tend to have gardens and larger property
lots that generate yard waste, the larger green bins should be considered as an option
for our village. Estimates from our residential survey show significant amounts of yard
waste that would substantially increase the total diversion rates, creating a greater
volume of finished compost for use afterwards.
Reducing the amount of food and yard waste going into our landfills lowers a
communities greenhouse gas emissions because these items would release methane if
disposed of in a landfill but do not when processed through composting. However,
given that our organic waste would need to be hauled to a composting facility in Salmo,
it is important that we design a system that doesn’t cancel out the GHG emissions
savings by creating extra GHG emissions through fossil fuels used to fuel the trucks
delivering the product to the composting facility. There are two ways we can ensure
this. One option is to invest in split-body trucks that make it possible for hauling
contractors to pick up both garbage and organic waste at the same time, while keeping
the two waste streams separate in a single truck and delivering both products to the
end-point at the same time. If split-body trucks are not available through local
contractors, or not feasible to purchase, a second option the RDCK can explore is to
reduce the frequency of garbage collection to bi-weekly in order to accommodate the
introduction of organics collection. This option has been adopted in many regions
across BC, and incentivizes residents to separate their garbage into streams of
recycling, organics, and waste.
One of the drawbacks to implementing a curbside collection program that delivers our
organic waste to the proposed RDCK composting facility in Salmo is that we risk having
this fantastic resource leave our community and never come back. We don’t always
think of waste as a desirable resource, but in the case of organic diversion it can be,
since the finished product is a nutrient rich compost capable of supporting local food
security efforts by being a significant fertility source for both gardeners and local
farmers. Our residential survey showed clearly that Kaslo and Area D respondents
strongly value keeping this resource here for our benefit. Early in the development of
RDCK plans for the Salmo processing facility we were told that while Kaslo and Area D
could send it’s organic waste there for processing, it was not likely to return to our area.
Plans at the time were for it to be used for landfill cap or mine reclamation. More
recently however, and given the understanding that residents want to benefit from
participating in organic diversion programs by receiving the end product, there is
willingness to consider returning the finished product to our area. How exactly this is to
be done, and how it can be paid for are details yet to be worked out, but it is likely a
factor in public support of an organics collection program for our area.
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Area D Households
For residents of of Area D where population density doesn’t make curbside solutions
feasible, or where no existing garbage curbside collection programs exist, there are
other solutions to organic waste diversion proposed in this report.
Curbside collection pro’s:
Greatest total diversion of organic material.
Easy for people to do. Habit of separating garbage; habit of putting waste at curb
already there for some residents; habit of self-hauling waste to transfer station
already there for others
Generates jobs for hauling contractors, waste processors.
Can dovetail with existing curbside garbage collection programs
Can accept wide variety of organic waste items, including all kinds of foods, even
bones, meats, oils, as well as larger items like yard and garden waste.
Curbside collection con’s:
CO2 emissions from hauling organic waste from Kaslo to Salmo has the potential to
nullify the GHG reduction benefits of composting organic waste. Therefore, it is
critical to design an organic diversion program that does not put more trucks on the
road. This can be done by hauling organics at the same time as conventional
waste, or reducing the frequency that conventional waste is transported from Kaslo
to Salmo.
If finished compost is kept in Salmo instead of returned to Kaslo, this would
represent the loss of a valuable resource from our community. This can be
remedied by committing to have a periodic return of compost from Salmo to Kaslo
for use by residents. Examples from other BC programs involve a yearly
opportunity for locals to access finished compost from organic diversion programs,
usually in the spring.
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OPTION 2: NEIGHBOURHOOD COMPOSTING

OWDS
OPTIONS
FOR programs in municipalities across BC and
The vast majority
of organic diversion
Canada are operational in communities significantly larger than Kaslo and Area D, with
KASLO
AREA
D
much denser &
residential
populations.
For these, curbside collection of organics through
residential “green bins" has become the model that works. There are only a few
examples of smaller communities who have developed diversion programs, and in all
cases they have had to develop models that rely on greater community participation to
make up for the inability to economically handle curbside collection. These fall into two
models:

Neighbourhood collection sites, with off-site processing: Banff has developed
neighbourhood collection boxes for residential food waste. These steel, bear-proof
boxes are located in residential neighbourhoods. Weekly collection of the food
waste is contracted to the nearest commercial composting operation, situated
200km from Banff. The food waste is removed by the contractor for use in their own
composting operations. The end-product is not returned to Banff, so the opportunity
for benefitting from the resource is lost to Banff residents. However, it does help the
city of Banff with its primary goal of becoming a Zero-Waste community and of
reducing impacts on its landfill.
Neighbourhood collection sites with in-situ composting: New Denver/Silverton
is a local example of a small community with an organics diversion program where
food waste is collected in neighbourhood bins and the material is composted in
close proximity to the community. The end-goal involves redistribution of the
finished compost to residents who participate in the program.
This second model is one that would work well for rural communities of Area D such as
Meadow Creek, Lardeau and others. Plans for the construction and operation of such
facilities must be done by a qualified professional. John Paul of Transform Compost
Systems has helped guide the program in New Denver and has also worked with First
Nations communities in developing appropriate smaller-scale compost systems that are
Organic Matter Recycling Regulation compliant.

The kind of multi-household organics
diversion that is at the core of a
neighbourhood collection site has a
strong secondary benefit of being
community-building, galvanizing
neighbourhood interaction and
participation. The Joracan composters
used in New Denver allow neighbours to
utilize a common resource for their
organics disposal, while simultaneously
working together to ensure it is
maintained, and eventually all benefitting
in being able to access the finished
compost.
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Key Aspects of Neighbourhood Collection Sites diversion programs:
Some form of collection bin must be provided for residents to bring food scraps to.
These bins must be bear-proof and eliminate problems of smell and leachate for
the period in which the food scraps are in the bin. The supplier of bins used in New
Denver/Silverton is Joracan, specifically the NE401 model. This bin is designed to
handle up to 80 litres per week of food waste. This is enough to service 10-13
households.

OWDS OPTIONS FOR
KASLO & AREA D

Participant education is required to ensure that users of the collection bins put in
appropriate feedstocks. Generally, a lead person is needed to communicate with
participants, answer questions, and guide new users in best practices for utilizing
collection bins.
Program works best if collection sites aren’t open to the general public. Ideally,
participants sign-up and are assigned a bin in their neighbourhood to use. This
ensures that an appropriate number of people use each bin (for example, the
Joracan NE401 is designed for use by 30 people).
As collection bins fill, they must be emptied and the product aggregated at a site to
undergo the rest of the composting process. Many sites employ an open-windrow
model of composting with materials being aggregated into piles or windrows and
turned periodically by machine until composting is completed. This relatively lowtech approach is the most widely used one in municipalities across Canada. Other
options are containerized, in-vessel systems.
The final composting site must meet requirements as laid out in the Province of
British Columbia’s Organic Materials Recycling Regulation and both site plans and
operation plans must be designed by a qualified professional.

OPTION 3: IN-HOME SOLUTIONS
Food Cycler
One promising and easy-to-use solutions for in-home organics diversion is a new
counter-top machine called the Food Cycler. This home appliance, about the size of a
bread machine, has a 2.5 litre bucket that users fill with their food waste. The machine
works by grinding and dehydrating the food waste, and in a few hours leaves a finished
product that is reduced in volume by 90%. The finished product is not technically
compost, but is a nutrient-rich soil amendment that can be added to gardens, potted
plants or as a lawn fertilizer (Food Cycler, 2020).
The machine can process a wide array of food waste and is energy-efficient. The
average household will run the Food Cycler once a day and the energy costs are 10
cents per cycle for a total electricity cost of about $3 per month (City of Nelson, 2020).
However, it should be noted that the machine’s small size which makes it ideal as an
in-home solution, means it is meant for processing food waste, but can’t handle larger
volumes or sizes of yard and garden waste. Also, while it can process most kitchen
waste, it can’t process hard objects like bones or larger fruit pits.
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Nevertheless, the Food Cycler is a remarkably efficient machine for composting the
majority of household food waste. It is simple and easy to use, easy to clean between
batches, and power consumption rates are very low, using only 10 cents of power per
day in the average household (City of Nelson, 2020)

OWDS OPTIONS FOR
KASLO & AREA D

Food Cycle Science, the manufacturer of the Food Cycler, has worked with the City of
Nelson to pilot these appliances in over 100 households for a 3-month period in 2020.
The results from the study have been very positive, with users reporting high
satisfaction rates with the machines and finding them easy to use.
One concern voiced by residents during our public consultations is that these machines
have a lifespan, and will eventually need replacing and end up in our landfills. Food
Cycle Science is working to make new versions of the Food Cycler that have
replaceable parts, as well as making all parts recyclable, to address these kinds of
concerns.
Backyard Composting
Results from our household survey revealed that 58% of respondents chose backyard
composting as their preferred method of organics diversion (other choices included
neighbourhood drop-off spot or community composter, curbside pickup, or self-haul to
central composting site). Given the interest in this approach among residents, it is
important to explore models of supporting residents with home composting. One
successful example is the North Shore Recycling Project’s “Compost Coaching”
program piloted in North Vancouver. It corroborates the findings of other projects and
studies showing that most residents need training and support in order to maximize the
potential to divert food waste and recycle it into compost.
In Kaslo and Area D we also have to consider that backyard composts are an easy
attractant to bears and other wildlife. The Kaslo and Area D survey also showed that
the primary reason people do not compost themselves is because it attracts wildlife.
Because of this, backyard composting is better suited as a means for diverting yard
and garden waste in our area, rather than food waste which more readily appeal to
bears.

“It needs to be
wildlife proof
through the whole
process, from
storage to pick up,
to actually
composting it.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey
Respondent
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OPTION 4: MEDIUM-SCALE SOLUTIONS FOR COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES
Kaslo and Area D has no single large commercial or institutional creator of organic food

waste. Yet, we
do have small grocery
OWDS
OPTIONS
FORstores, restaurants, caterers and two large
seasonal festivals (May Days and Jazz Fest) that produce combined organic waste
KASLO
& toAREA
worthy of efforts
reclaim. ADrecent report estimates 26 tonnes of organic waste/year
is generated by Kaslo businesses. (Walker, 2021)
Curbside Collection

If a residential curbside collection program is initiated in Kaslo, integrating a parallel
service for commercial pick-up contributes greatly to the viability of the larger program,
significantly increasing the total diversion rates for our community and helping Kaslo to
become one of the first communities in the RDCK with a program that addresses the
needs of the commercial sector for organics diversion. Additionally, since the local
waste hauling contractor Kootenay Waste Services already services businesses up the
Hwy 31 corridor to Meadow Creek, there is the opportunity to also collect organic waste
from businesses in Area D.
Alternative Options (Non-Curbside)
If curbside collection is not possible for the ICI sector in Kaslo and Area D there are
several other potential options that could be effective. There is an opportunity for a
service that would aggregate and process food waste from these businesses right in
the Kaslo area, without transferring the material to Salmo for processing. Two mediumscale solutions exist from the same manufacturers as the smaller Joracan and Food
Cycler technologies proposed for residential organic waste diversion.

Joracan NE-20T: This larger-model Joracan
composting unit is meant for commercial or
institutional settings and is currently being used by
College of the Rockies (Cranbrook) and Thompson
Rivers University (Kamloops) to help process
cafeteria food waste. The unit operates as a
continuous-intake model where food is loaded into a
hopper at one end and travels through a series of
chambers where the composting process occurs. A
significant portion of the process is automated to
reduce operator labour (the machine has knives to
chop up food waste, auto-pellet feeding and an
auger to move product from one chamber to
another and out the end when finished. Because
the machine works as a continuous intake, it also
produces continuous yield. The volumes of organic
waste the machine can process are greater than
any single business or institution in Kaslo and Area
D can generate. Herein lies an opportunity for this
machine to be a solution for the aggregated
material from many businesses, or even for
accepting waste dropped off from individual
residents.

Joracan commercial composter installed in seacan
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One challenge with such a machine is finding a location for it. Its dimensions are 3.24m
x 1.17m x 1.58m (l x w x h), and it needs 3 feet of clearance on all sides to allow for
adequate operator functions. It must be located indoors (protected from weather) and
needs access to 3-phase power. Thus, ideal dimensions for a room are no smaller than
16’x10’. Installation of the unit in a room is supervised by the manufacturers'
representative. The manufacturer has also installed the unit in seacans for some of its
customers, where no appropriate space existed for the NE-20T. If this solution were
considered for Kaslo, an appropriate space would need to be found to house the unit,
or additional costs associated with purchasing a seacan and retrofitting it with power,
insulation and heating would need to be factored in, as the machine is not designed to
operate in sub-zero temperatures.
The method for bringing food waste to the
machine would have to be determined. One
option is to initiate a service that picks up
food waste from participating businesses on
a daily or weekly basis. More economically
feasible would be to have one or two
receiving days per week in which
businesses could drop off food waste. This
would reduce operational costs for any entity
operating the machine.
The machine is manufactured and supplied
by Joracan and can be delivered to Kaslo or
assembled in-place by the supplier. The
company provides training and product
support to ensure that an operator who will
use it is aware of best practices for using the
machine. In communications with the
supplier, they believe the costs of
purchasing and operating the machine
would be significantly less than the costs
associated with trucking organic waste from
Kaslo to Salmo.

Joracan commercial composter finish drawer

Joracan commercial composter
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Food Cycler (Commercial): The same company that manufactures the counter-top
Food Cycler also offers solutions for the commercial sector. The larger machines work
on the same principle - transforming food waste through a grinding and dehydrating
process which reduces the volume of the waste by 90% and leaves a finished product
that can be used as a soil amendment. The only other output is potable water, which
can be drained into any floor drain, or recaptured for other use. The commercial-size
machines come in a range of sizes, able to process from 200 litres of food waste to
over 1500 litres daily. One advantage to this unit is quick processing time. The process
from raw material to finished product takes from 12-24 hours depending on the
volumes loaded. They operate on a batch-style basis, where product is loaded into the
machine, and then a cycle is run. Once the finished product is removed from the unit,
new product can be loaded and a new cycle initiated. One disadvantage to the unit is
that the finished product is less familiar to people than traditional compost, and may be
less desirable as a result.

OWDS OPTIONS FOR
KASLO & AREA D

Due to the nature of the food cycling technology, which doesn’t require food to be in the
unit composting for a longer period of time, these machines are more compact than the
Joracan NE-20T.
Like the Joracan composting unit, the Food Cycler (commercial) is manufactured by a
Canadian company and comes with full product support. Running costs are limited to
electricity, maintenance, and labour involved with loading and emptying the machine for
each cycle. A machine like the Food Cycler ES-150 or ES-300 would be appropriate
size units to help recycle the food waste aggregated from businesses in the Kaslo area.
See Budgetary Requirements section for cost information.
Looking at examples of organics diversion for the ICI sector across Canada, the
Joracan and Food Cycler commercial models are two Canadian solutions currently in
use that may meet the requirements of businesses here. If a unit were located in Kaslo,
and a weekly or bi-weekly drop-off service were initiated, significant volumes of food
could be composted or recycled, with a fairly short time to set up programming.

“I compost kitchen scraps from 6 families.
Subsidies for purchasing efficient composters
like those made by Jora Canada might
encourage more composting. They also make
very large composters for schools etc. I have
two and they are amazing and bear proof.”
- Kaslo and Area D Survey Respondent
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EXAMPLES OF SMALL-SCALE OPERATIONS
Examples of OPTIONS
smaller-scale organics
OWDS
FORdiversion operations:
KASLO & AREA D
Open-windrow systems:
New Denver/Silverton: Residents sign-up to use a collection bin in their
neighbourhood where they put their food waste. When bins are full, they are emptied
by a contractor who delivers the material to a site in Rosebery for final composting.
Material is piled in bays and turned by machinery until full decomposition. After testing
for pathogens, material is redistributed to residents who initially contributed to the
collection bins.
Banff: Residents drop off food waste in neighbourhood bins. A contractor picks up
material on a scheduled basis for use in their commercial composting operation.
Finished compost does not return to Banff residents for redistribution.
Jasper: Kitchen compost bins are located beside all residential garbage bins in Jasper.
Unlike Banff, the municipality is responsible for composting the final product, which is
then used as a resource in the community.
Montreal: The Montreal burrow of Plateau-Mont-Royale, not serviced by curbside
organics collection programs, developed a system of neighbourhood sites much like
the one in New Denver, but on a larger scale. There are 85 Joracan composters to
service 3000 people in the neighbourhood. When the collection bins are full, they are
emptied and the material is collected by Compost Montreal for final composting.
In-Vessel systems:
Sun Peaks Resort: While not incorporating food waste, Sun Peaks uses an in-vessel
composting system to process biosolids from its wastewater treatment plant. This
containerized composting system produces a finished compost in accordance with the
Organic Matter Recycling Regulation and eliminates problems of leachate or smell. A
system like this could be a solution for Kaslo and Area D to bring collected food waste
for processing. The supplier of this in-vessel system is Green Mountain Technologies
of Seattle, WA.
Institutional Models: Joracan has a larger composting unit meant to handle greater
volumes of food waste. Both Thompson Rivers University (Kamloops) and College of
the Rockies (Cranbrook) are using these units to process cafeteria food waste and
other compostables at their schools. It should be noted that these institutions do not
need to meet the OMRR in the way that municipal or community collection need to, and
it would have to be explored if such a unit could be used to create finished compost in
Kaslo that would meet requirements.
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ZERO WASTE GOALS
Implementing an organic waste diversion strategy will assist Kaslo and Area D in
achieving zero waste goals. “zero waste” planning ultimately aims to promote a future
in communities without the need for landfills, which will eliminate negative discharges to
ecosystems and reduce threats to human and environmental health. By encouraging
organic diversion initiatives, Kaslo will slowly reduce the volume and toxicity of waste
that is being sent to local landfills and transfer stations.

OWDS OPTIONS FOR
KASLO & AREA D

The RDCK is already incorporating zero waste planning into long-term strategies within
their Resource Recovery Plan (RDCK, 2017). Promoting and implementing an organic
waste strategy in Kaslo and Area D will be a community-wide effort and will put in
motion an important step to accomplishing zero waste goals and improving community
health.
British Columbia set provincial solid waste disposal targets of 350kg per person
annually by 2020. As of 2019, RDCK residents currently generate 469 kg per person
annually (Environmental Reporting BC, 2020). Eliminating organics from waste has the
potential to reduce volumes going to the landfill by 22-25% if residential waste is
diverted, and up to 40% if commercial sources are included. For this reason, Kaslo has
identified several actions in its “Big Moves Action List” that will help achieve waste
reduction targets (Village of Kaslo, 2020):
Assessment of community organic waste volumes and feasibility of landfill
collection and composting
Build out organic diversion infrastructure
Encourage reduction in food waste
Encourage backyard composting
Ban all organics from landfill
Some of these zero waste items could be actionable quite quickly, while others will take
more time to be realized and are part of an ongoing process.
The residential organic waste survey results show that Kaslo and Area D
households generate an average of 5.93 litres of food waste weekly. Combined
they create a total of 3,322 litres of food waste weekly, or the equivalent of 27
standard 121 litre garbage cans. The survey also indicates that residents combine
to create 31,044 litres of yard and garden waste weekly (256 standard garbage
cans) from May to October (Kaslo Food Hub, 2020).
These figures rely on self-reporting by respondents and are not based on
independent waste audits. They show that there is considerable volume of organic
residential waste that could provide feedstocks to a collection program.
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Organic diversion infrastructure can include inhome solutions like kitchen receptacles for
separating organics, home-based wasteprocessing solutions such as appliances like the
Food Cycler, neighbourhood collection sites like
the Joracan composter, or municipal curbside
collection systems that aggregate all food waste at
a central processing facility

OWDS OPTIONS FOR
KASLO & AREA D

Our survey also found that the most preferred
method of organics diversion chosen by
respondents is backyard composting (Kaslo Food
Hub, 2020). The survey showed that many people
either don’t compost all their organic waste, or
none of it, because of concerns of attracting
wildlife, concerns about smells/mess. So, any
initiative promoting backyard composting would
benefit from an educational campaign and/or
resource person who can provide technical
support, such as “Compost Coaching”.
Campaigns that encourage reduction in food waste
currently exist in Canada. Campaigns like this are
an important part of organic diversion strategies.
One particularly impactful example is the Love
Food Hate Waste campaign. This resource helps
households better plan their food purchasing to
reduce the amount of food waste they create,
reducing the burden on post-consumption
diversion strategies. Find out more about Kaslo’s
zero waste plans and organics diversion in
particular at the West Kootenay Renewable
Energy website. See Appendix A for more details.

“We should absolutely
encourage people to
compost at home.
Everything else has a
much higher carbon
footprint.”
- Kaslo Survey Respondent
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

In a region with wide geographic spread, and a lack of homogeneity in housing density
such as we have in Kaslo and Area D, one single organics diversion strategy may not
provide a solution that works for every household. Having a complement of strategies
engages more people, creating greater overall impact. For this reason, we have
recommendations for both single household solutions, and multi-household solutions.

PILOT PROGRAM
Initiate a pilot program trialing several different solutions that have merits for the Kaslo
and Area D context. Monitoring of pilot initiatives will allow for user feedback and
government analysis of the efficacy of each solution. Results of the pilot program will
allow the most effective solutions to be expanded to more of the population, achieving
greater diversion impacts. Pilot programs allow for smaller initial capital expenditure
and ability to learn from mistakes before larger-scale programs are implemented. They
serve as a critical opportunity to engage the broader public in results of the pilot in
preparation for eventual rollout to a larger group.
Single Household Solutions
Curbside Collection
Pilot a curbside organics collection program for a portion of the households in Kaslo
currently serviced by curbside garbage and recycling collection. Introduce green bins
for weekly pick-up of organics and explore reducing garbage pick-up to bi-weekly.
Elements of curbside collection programs that are essential to success include:
Clear instructions on what items can or can’t be placed in green bins
Communicate user management tips that ensure odors are minimized and bins
remain clean (ie, use of liners)
Recommendations (or bylaws) outlining times that green bins can be placed at
curbside. Ie., not the night before, or they can attract bears and other scavengers.
Fee structure that creates incentive for residents to separate compostable items
from waste stream. This is often done by raising garbage tag fees to subsidize tag
fees for green bins.
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Create clear messaging around environmental and community benefits of organic
diversion that will motivate people to participate
Food Cycler
Pilot the Food Cycler as an in-home solution in homes in Kaslo and across
Area D. A notable advantage of this technology is that it requires little ongoing
operational work on the part of local governments beyond initial setup. While
ideal for processing daily kitchen waste, this solution is not capable of
addressing diversion of larger compostable items.
In-house pilot programs can engage participants in gathering metrics that
will further guide decision-making for future considerations when scaling up
beyond pilots. For example, a Nelson pilot of this appliance had participants
use templates to track and report on the amount of food waste generated in
their homes, the effectiveness of the technology being trialed, user
satisfaction, and more.
RDCK-Sponsored Organics Diversion Public Engagement Coordinator
Backyard compost coaching
Develop a Compost Coaching educational program to support residents in
achieving better results with this at-home diversion strategy. Promoting
backyard composting is identified as an action in Kaslo’s current zero waste
goals in the West Kootenay 100% Renewable recommendations.
Love Food Hate Waste Campaign
Promote the Love Food Hate Waste Campaign. Utilizing this welldeveloped national strategy for promoting better food planning for residents
has the potential to reduce in-home food waste, reducing need for diversion
efforts.
An RDCK-sponsored coordinator is an effective example of how the regional
district can provide technical support to smaller municipalities and electoral areas.
A lead-educator and promoter can enhance understanding of the role individuals
play in reducing organic waste. Coordinators engage with the public through inperson site visits, public demonstrations, online advocacy, and providing
educational materials and resources.
Multi Household Solutions
Neighbourhood Collection Sites
Pilot drop-spots or community composters for organic waste in a
neighbourhood. The pilot in New Denver/Silverton that uses Joracan
composters for a cluster of homes has been successful in diverting waste and
has shown its effectiveness as a community-building initiative that creates
momentum behind the desire to change personal behaviours and participate in
community-wide organics diversion.
Provide residents with kitchen catchers to collect organic waste in, which they
can then use to deliver to drop-spot. These items are standard elements of
curbside collection programs, and if a future shift to curbside collection was
initiated, residents would already have the infrastructure needed for in-home
organics collection.
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LONGER-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
RDCK Curbside Collection Leadership
Continue to explore curbside collection in Kaslo and outlying areas of high-density
housing as part of long-term goals of RDCK to expand organics diversion to all
electoral areas. Local municipal curbside garbage collection programs that can
add “green bin” collection service to their existing routes show promise for the
highest amount of reduction of organics in our landfills.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Should economic viability of a curbside collection program that delivers product to
Salmo not be feasible, investigate potential for curbside collection from Kaslo and
Area D that is processed locally through the in-vessel solutions proposed in this
report.
Scale-Up Pilot Programs
Following on the observations and feedback from a pilot program, increase
participation by servicing more residents. In particular, explore capacity of midscale and commercial diversion efforts to provide solutions for multiple households
and businesses.
Medium-Scale Solutions/ In-Vessel Technologies
In Area D communities where curbside collection is not feasible, consider Joracan,
or Green Mountain in-vessel technologies as a way to receive and process larger
amounts of food waste from both commercial and residential sources. These
technologies eliminate the need for creating a central compost facility in our area
since they can receive and process food waste and produce a final product that is
immediately usable.
Pilot a commercial scale Joracan or Green Mountain vessel to serve as a dropspot for businesses and residents who are not serviced by in-home solutions or
neighbourhood collection sites. This solution has the capacity to service many
homes and several businesses. Begin with one unit in Kaslo or Meadow Creek,
ideally near the transfer station to facilitate drop-off of organics by users while
already on a trip to deliver garbage and recycling.

Joracan NE-20T in sea-can, outside view.
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Community Goals
Ensure final product is available for
redistribution to users. This creates incentive
for participation in the program.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Reduce or eliminate cost of disposal of
organics to ensure barriers to participation
are minimized.
Align with zero waste goals of Village of Kaslo
and RDCK as identified in 100% Renewable
Kootenays recommendations and
contextualize organics diversion as part of
larger efforts at waste reduction, energy
conservation, plastic-bag free initiative, Bear
Aware program, Green Community, etc.
Ensure initiatives do not lead to more humanbear conflict in residential areas. Curbside
pick-up plans or neighbourhood drop-spots
should be designed to not attract wildlife.
Work with Bear Aware coordinator to ensure
best practices are incorporated into program
design.
Funding Opportunities
Apply to Clean BC Organics Infrastructure and
Collection Program for funding to help with
elements of pilot program expenses. Purchase
kitchen catchers, green carts, Food Cyclers,
Joracan NE-401 units and possibly mid-size
technologies that could service many
households or businesses.
Explore other national and provincial programs
that have funded organic waste diversion
initiatives in other jurisdictions or could fund
them: Gas Tax, Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program.
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TIMELINE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

PILOT IN-HOME
SOLUTIONS
Pilot curbside “green bin”
program to 100 households in
Kaslo and immediate vicinity.
Pilot Food Cycler in 25
households in Kaslo, and 25 in
Area D
6-month pilot project
Launch in 2021

DEVELOP COMMERCIAL
SOLUTIONS PLAN
Develop ICI Organics Diversion
Plan for curbside pickup
Complete plan in 2021
Launch plan in 2022

PILOT
NEIGHBOURHOOD
SOLUTIONS
Pilot 4 Joracan multi-household
composters in Kaslo, and 2 in
Area D
6-month pilot project
Launch in 2022

EXPAND PARTICIPATION
Continue discussions with RDCK for
rural OWD plans and align with
other RDCK electoral districts.
Contract qualified professional to
develop compost operations plan to
receive aggregated compost
Ongoing
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BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS

The following information is based on available price data, and on average volumes of
food waste created by Kaslo and Area D households as estimated by residents in our
survey. No waste audit was performed, and actual food waste volumes may differ from
the information we collected. Nevertheless, the information below presents an
opportunity to compare the financial costs involved with some of the different waste
diversion solutions proposed in this study.
Residential Solutions
Curbside Collection
Item

Per Household
Cost

50 Household
Pilot

Full Rollout (500
household)

Kitchen Catchers

$7.50

$375

$3,750

Green Bins

$35

$1,750

$17,500

Annual Tipping
(fees based on
8.73 pounds
food waste per
household
weekly) *

$20

$1,000

$10,000

15% Contingency

$9.38

$468.75

$4,687.50

Total Cost

$71.88

$3,593.75

$35,937.50

Total
Subsequent
Years

$36.88

$1,216

$12,160

Note: does not include contractor fees for collection and hauling, or costs associated
with program promotion and educational outreach.
*Calculated by converting 5.93 litres of food waste per household weekly using EPA
standard food waste volume-to-weight conversion rate of 1 litre = 1.48 pounds.
(Recycling Works, 2020). Based on $100/tonne tipping fee which is the proposed
charge by RDCK to municipalities using it’s organics processing facility.
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Neighbourhood Composters/Collection Bins
Item

Per Household
Cost

50 Household
Pilot

Full Rollout (500
household)

Joracan NE-401
(one unit services
30 people or 10
households)

$100

$5,000

$50,000

Kitchen Catchers

$7.50

$375

$3,750

Collection Contract
(annual) *

$160

$8,000

$80,000

15% Contingency

$40.13

$2,006.25

$153,813

Total (for first
year)

$307.63

$15,381.25

$153,813

Total (for
subsequent years)

$207.63

$10, 381

$83,813

*based on approximate costs of New Denver/Silverton pilot
Note: does not include setup or operational costs of a local compost processing facility
Food Cycler 30
Item

Per Household
Cost

50 Household
Pilot

Full Rollout (500
household)

Food Cycler

$272.50

$13,625

$136, 250

Operational Cost

None

None

None

15% Contingency

$40.88

$2,044

$20,440

Total Cost

$313.88

$15,669

$156,690

Note: Per household cost of Food Cycler assumes one unit per household and that
municipality shares purchase with another municipality to achieve minimum bulk order
of 100 units. Also assumes municipality covers full price of unit. Part of cost could
potentially be borne by end-user.
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Backyard Composting Coaching
$18,000 for first 5 months including set up, staff, training, advertising, poster, stickers,
cards, printing, mileage, safety service and newspaper ads; after that, annual
promotion cost $3,000; coaching at 2 hours per visit (includes the preparation,
administration, travel time, site visit and follow-up) was $32 per visit. Figures from North
Shore Recycling Program Compost Coaching pilot program.
Medium-Scale Solutions
Joracan NE-20T
50 Household
Pilot

Full Rollout (500
household)

Cost of Unit (1 for
50 house holds)

$55,000

$220,000

Cost of Shipping to
Kaslo

$5,000

$20,000

Seacan container
and retrofit

$50,000

$200,000

Item

Can process 50kg food waste daily or equivalent of ~125 litres by volume. This would
equate to 147 households daily food waste. This is based on the assumption of 5.93
litres of food waste weekly per household.
Note: If a self-haul system were used, ongoing operational costs would include staff
time to receive waste and load machine, energy costs, and cleanout costs)
Food Cycler (Commercial)

Item

Per Household
Cost

50 Household
Pilot

Full Rollout (500
household)

ES-150: $39,300
(159 litre capacity
or 250 pounds
daily). Can service
187 households.

$210

$39,300 (one
unit)

$117,900 (three
units)

ES-300: $59,600
(300 litre capacity
or 440 pounds
daily). Can service
350 households

$170

$59,600 (one
unit)

$178,800 (three
units)

Note: does not include contractor fees for collection and hauling, or costs associated
with program promotion and educational outreach.
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RECOMMENDTIONS
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10. APPENDICES
APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: LINKS TO FURTHER READING MATERIALS

City of Nelson Food Cycler Pilot Program
Kaslo and Area D Compost and Waste Survey
Love Food Hate Waste Campaign
RDCK Resource Recovery Plan
RDCK Organics Diversion
West Kootenay 100% Renewable Energy Plan
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APPENDIX B: HIGHLIGHTS OF KASLO AND AREA D COMPOST & WASTE SURVEY

Highlights of survey:

RECOMMENDTIONS

Question 4: How many litres of food waste do you estimate your household
generates each week?
Average reported by survey respondents was 5.93 litres, about the same as the
Canadian average according to the National Zero Waste Council
(https://lovefoodhatewaste.ca/about/food-waste/)
Question 5: What do you currently do with your food waste?
16% - I put it in with the rest of my garbage
49% - I compost it or feed it to animals
29% - I compost some of it and put some of it in the garbage
Question 10: If you don’t compost at home, tell us why.
Top answers: “Attracts wildlife” and “Disagreable smell/mess”
Question 11: Please rank the following in your order of preference for diverting
your food scraps and/or yard and garden waste from the landfill (1=most
preferred, 4=least preferred).
Home composting
Neighbourhood drop-off or community composter
Curbside collection
Self-haul to a central compost site (Transfer station or private facility).
Question 12: Imagine there was a neighbourhood drop-off point/community
composter close to your home. Would you use it?
51% - I would use it if drop-off was free.
24% - I would be willing to pay to drop off my compostables.
24% - I would not use it at all.
Question 13: How much would you be willing to pay to have a weekly curbside
pick-up of your compost?
4% - $5 per week
27% - $2 per week
20% - $1 per week
45% - Other (most saying they would not want to pay)
Question 14: If you had to self-haul your organic waste to the RDCK transfer
station, what do you think the cost should be?
63% - Drop-off should be free.
32% - Drop-off should cost less than garbage drop-off.
5% - Drop-off should cost the same as garbage drop-off
Question 15: How would you prefer to pay the fee?
44% - Tag purchase similar to current garbage tags
24% - Included in property taxes.
20% - Other (mostly saying there should be no fee)
8% - Annual billing similar to water billing.
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Question 16: Please share any other comments you have with respect to
organics diversion in Kaslo and Area D.
I think much of what is suggested is very good and we'd definitely do much of it.
However, I do think folks should not be forced to this if they opt not to join in.
It would be great to be able to compost meat bones and cooked scraps and citrus
RECOMMENDTIONS
at a location in Kaslo instead of throwing it into our garbage!
Needs to be wildlife proof through whole process, from storage to pick up to
actually composting it. I think with all the gardens and fruit trees in Kaslo, some
people could use curbside or community bins, as a lot of renters, or folks with no
gardens have to pay to get rid of the compost.
Instead of charging to dispose of organic waste I wonder if it’s possible to make the
money back by selling the decomposed compost?
I compost kitchen scraps from 6 families. Subsidies for purchasing efficient
composters like those made by Jora Canada might encourage more composting.
They also make very large composters for schools etc. I have two and they are
amazing and bear proof.
I would love to see a community compost at the transfer station, use a chipper to
break down the large chunks and turn the pile with a loader and sell the compost.
People shouldn’t have to pay to both contribute to the pile and collect the gold at
the end. Sell the compost to regain the expenses. It will sell like hot cakes!
I wouldn't haul organic waste to the dump. I'd leave it out in the forest if I couldn't
compost it, assuming animals couldn't come to harm from it. I don't want a
collection point anywhere near my community. We have enough trouble with bears
as it is and bears would smell it from miles away, regardless of precautions.
We do all our own composting, with the end result going back into the garden. The
only thing we send out in the garbage is meat bones and the pads and plastic that
surround it when we buy it. We burn when it is allowed and we put branches out for
twice annual pickup. Not much more that I can see that we can do.
Education about how to divert food waste from the sewer system, and fecal
composting for garden use (humanure), are needed along with your current plans.
Although I compost 99% of my organic waste myself on my property and will
continue to do so, I think this is a good idea, as many people don't compost
because of concerns about wildlife attractants. It's also important to have a public
conversation about how the composting is done (methods, scale, locations etc.)
and how the end product is used. I have moderate small scale composting
knowledge and would like to be involved in this conversation.
Excellent to plan on keeping organic waste out of the garbage. Would like to still
compost on property. If organic waste was composted locally perhaps there could
be a buy back option for composted soil.
Curb side pickup is more appealing than neighbour sites due to attracting wildlife
from poor composting practices. Curb side pick up during bear season may have to
be dealt with differently. Pay to play would be the ideal fee schedule if you use it
pay for it if not you don’t.
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Great benefit for the environment and our community. Our contribution to that
needs to be free.
Would be great to do this - until my foodcycler quits working I will use it but then I
would participate. If it included meat and bones I would use that now.
Watch out for rats and uneducated people.
RECOMMENDTIONS
I have a large property, so home composting is easy. Sometimes there’s more
than I need (usually in summer) so a drop off place in town would be useful. I’m
willing to support other residents who need curbside pickup through taxes. $25/year
seems reasonable, with perhaps bag tags if more money is needed.
What about smells?
First get decent FREE garbage / recycling in place. Tonnes of garbage is being
dumped in the forest and burned and buried or stockpiled on private because
current system is costly and inconvenient. Once this is accomplished you can look
at organic waste. RDCK is doing a terrible job of waste management and will do an
equally bad job dealing with organic waste separately.
Some of the questions don't allow for a proper explanation. I would love to drop off
my compost, particularly if it was available to purchase back (well composted and
mixed) for my garden. Implement a composting co-op program? This would cost
something to set up and run and protect from bears etc. I take most of my large
yard waste, from my large yard) to the green dump in my trailer (shrub & tree
prunings, some leaves in the fall, rotten fruit). I never put fruit in my outdoor
composter due to bears, but compost kitchen waste (not grains, flour or any other
attractants).
I saw a city compost station in Kamloops about 3 years ago while visiting a relative
and would love to see that here. Thanks for at least looking at this important issue.
Everyone should compost themselves, it's about as hard as taking garbage to the
curbside. There are new methods to compost, use them.
Compostable waste can be valuable. I would like to see a plan to create a product
that can be sold or used to replace fertilisers already purchased.
Composting collection and processing should all been done locally to keep the
carbon foot print as low as possible as low as possible we have to have solutions
that work not create more problems.
Kitchen scraps best composted at home. Twice-yearly yard waste is huge. As I
have no storage space in my yard, the village boulevard becomes the "storage"
spot much to my neighbor's chagrin. Weekly pickup from May to October would
help these eyesores in the village.
We cannot compost Meat and other animal based organic such as cheese and milk
waste. Diverting these and organic food soiled containers form the waste stream
would lead to landfill waste reduction.
Get it done already.
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This is a great idea. Personally I compost everything on my property except for
meat, bones, fat, mouldy cheese. These items I freeze and then put out with the
garbage. Those items I would take to a community compost facility, but the volume
is not enough to want to pay for weekly pick-up.
I think a lot of people would prefer to do at home composting, the major hinderance
is attracting animals. I believe a lot of people want to be able to use their compost
for their garden. If would be great if there was some way to do this... bring it to a
site, then take processed compost home to use? Kind of like the community
garden, but maybe on a larger scale. Not sure how or if this would be possible!?

RECOMMENDTIONS

Needs to happen. 40% of organic waste in our collection, save the methane and
the GHG emissions! Compost at home!
I would be willing to pick up compost of all kind's for my livestock and yard waste
for soil build up.
I think it would be good for the Village to implement.
It shouldn't be so difficult!
This is a great idea. Let’s do it!
I would appreciate this as we are on a bear route. I would like to shovel out
composted material to my garden.
Will the compost be sold once processed? Would this offset the cost of
maintenance?
I think this is a great idea, especially for people who do not ordinarily compost their
own organic waste. Properly done the compost could be sold or used on park
grounds, etc.
You should absolutely encourage people to compost at home. Everything else has
a much higher carbon footprint.
Would be great if community recycling could benefit the food hub, community
garden and the school.
Thanks for taking care of that.
I don't live in the town of Kaslo; just outside and have enough property to have my
own composting on site. However, I lack the knowledge to do a good job of it and I
would like to find options for the winter. Thanks and good luck!
Must be bear proof container for pick up or neighbourhood site.
Who will be able to get the compost? If we pay to drop off organic waste, compost
should be free to pick up. If dropping off organic waste for free then we should pay
to pick up compost. Will there be a need to police the distribution of compost? One
greedy individual could take all the compost every time it is ready.
Wondering who has access to finished compost? If I was paying for composting I
would like to have access to the resource, even if so much was for free and
additional amount would cost.
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We'd likely use this more in the winter.
I would like to see a rentable or community chipper that could handle small
diameter branches, corn stalks and brassica stalks.
I have very little compost, but, as I was raised using a compost, I am hesitant to
throw scraps into the garbage. However, I don't have enough to warrant charging
me for it.

RECOMMENDTIONS
Glad this is being considered.

Soil coming from composted waste should come back to the community; education
should be included to divert yard/garden waste from household burn piles;
feedback loop to industry to stop putting plastic labels on produce; neighbourhood
"pilot projects" to kick-start compost collection/education.
I tried bokashi at home and it didn't work. Drop-off at a transfer station should be
free because I'd already have to pay someone to take it there. Have the finished
compost available to our community. Separate animal feces from garbage. Have a
Joracan for neighbourhood.
Argenta could benefit from bear-safe community compost bins to reduce wildlife
interactions with community.
It could become a business for someone, where they could then sell the soil made
from the compost. For this reason drop-off should be free.
I think this is a great idea but I have a small homestead with animals.
Dropping off organics should cost less than garbage, but garbage prices should go
up.
I would not use a community composter because I can compost at home. I have a
farm.
I am very supportive to design a organic waste managements system for Kaslo to
reduce the masses of garbage in our land fills.
The problem with me per say is that I don't know what people really need. I know
what I need/want, if I were to continue living here. That is, a place that is safe from
wild life, that everyone can use to compost and produce good soil for their gardens.
I think you should have a longer term goal in mind like this one. There are many
benefits to having one.
I hope there would be a way of broken down compost being available to residents
for use in their gardens.
If branches, food scraps, spoiled fruit from local trees, leaves, grass from lawns,
restaurant scraps, bark from firewood like pine, hemlock and fir make great mulch
or additions to compost. Composting the following to produce garden soil could be
sold for $100/yard and bark mulch can go for $60/yard generating money for the
village and helping further local food production and increase the security of our
food shed. My understanding is the village currently burns annual yard waste
pickup and I imagine theres insect and disease concerns. These diseases and
insects can be removed through heat generated by the composting process itself if
done property. Food for thought!
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APPENDIX C: STAKEHOLDERS IN KASLO AND AREA D
Stakeholders – Kaslo and Area D
1. Producers of source material: residential, commercial, institutional
RECOMMENDTIONS
2. Haulers
3. Potential composting site/facility
4. End users – gardners, farmers, landscapers, municipality

1.Organic Waste Producers
Institutional
JV Humphries Elementary and Secondary School
Jewett Elementary School
Victorian Community Health Center
Kaslo Senior Citizens Association
Abbey Manor
Royal Canadian Legion
Kaslo Food Hub
Selkirk College
Commercial
Kaslo
Treehouse Restaurant
Buddy’s Pizzeria
Front Street Market
Bluebelle Bistro
Angry Hen Brewery
Mountain King
Taqueria El Corazon
Sunnyside Naturals
Cornucupia
Kaslo Hotel
Theresa’s
Ainsworth
Ainsworth Hot Spring Resort
Betty O’s
Meadow Creek
Meadow Creek Store
Meadow Creek Bakery, Bar and Grill
Lardeau Valley Community Complex
Argenta
Argenta Wednesday Lunch
Industrial
RDCK Transfer Station Marblehead
RDCK Transfer Station Kaslo
2. Haulers
Kootenay Waste Services
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3. Potential Composting Site/Facility
RDCK Transfer Stations
Kaslo
Marblehead
Salmo Landfill
Neighbourhood Sites (New Denver/Silverton model)
Private land (farm, rural acreage, etc.)

RECOMMENDTIONS
4. End Users

Municipality (Kaslo Works Yard)
Landscapers
Farmers
Gardeners/Residents

APPENDIX D: GLOSSARY

GHG: Greenhouse Gas
ICI: Industrial, Commercial and Institutional
OMRR: Organic Matter Recycling Regulation
OWD: Organic Waste Diversion
RDCK: Regional District of Central Kootenay
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